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Abstract This paper, which reports a qualitative study

on a social robot in a local shopping mall in Japan,

explores how visitors interacted, understood, and ac-

cepted it. In the shopping mall where we conducted
our study, Robovie, a humanoid robot, has been tested

for three years. Based on this context of long-term ex-

posure to a social robot, we conducted short-term inter-
views and observations with the visitors to the mall. We

analyzed the obtained qualitative data by a grounded-

theory approach and identified four common trends: 1)
association of the robot with its location; 2) assigning

of future roles to the robot; 3) perceiving it as a form of

entertainment for children, i.e., as a mascot; and 4) per-

ception of autonomy is independent of how the robot
works. One might expect people to automatically see

the robot as a utility, but instead they tended to con-

sider it a suitable mascot.

Keywords Communication robots · social robots ·

robots in public place · qualitative study

1 Introduction

Interactions with robots are still not very well under-
stood, especially how people actually perceive and un-

derstand them in their daily lives. One might expect

people to perceive a robot as simply something that
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performs a task: a utility. We tested this assumption to

verify its validity. A qualitative approach (interviews

and observations) offers the possibility to explore how

people understand the robot beyond the assumption
of utility. Through open-ended interviews, we can ex-

plore the ideas that unexpectedly emerge from the vis-

itors’ perspectives. The information gathered helps de-
sign better interactions and make robots more accept-

able in social settings.

Acceptance is a complex concept that first requires

a determination of how people see robots in their daily

lives. For a month, we conducted experiments three
times a week in the early afternoon. Our robot ap-

proached visitors at a local shopping mall to offer such

useful and helpful information as locating shops. The
goal was to pinpoint those aspects of the robot experi-

ence that determine the way users see and use the robot.

In an effort to make experiences with robots commonly

available to people, they are being placed in public ar-
eas. Such conditions of interaction as length and content

vary greatly depending on the environment and the so-

cial situation in which the robot is placed. The variety
of the social interaction scenarios with robots demands

a more detailed investigation of the conditions that de-

termine better usage of a robot in social environments.
How people interact with a social robot to understand

it can be crucial in shaping support of its presence in

specific environments where the interaction takes place.

The interest in long-term responses to interactions with
robots in public spaces like shopping malls questions the

measure and meaning of the acceptance of a robot by

visitors.
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2 Related Works

2.1 Robots in contexts

Past studies have revealed a variety of possible uses for

robots in public and private settings. For instance, Bur-

gard and his colleagues used a robot as an orientation-

tool at a museum [1]. In museums, the robots them-
selves could also serve as novel exhibits [2], and such

locations are also a good field for early deployments.

Similarly, robots have been tested at museums and ex-
hibitions as a tool to provide information [3,4]. Fur-

ther, we can see information-providing tasks tested with

robots at reception desks [5], shops [6], and hospitals
[7]. Those services are shaped by the way information

is provided to people and communicated.

Beyond providing information, robots are also used

for other functions in such daily environments as col-

lecting garbage [8,9], making deliveries [10], carrying
[11], and information-gathering [12]. As part of an in-

dividual’s daily life, services in malls, museums, hos-

pitals, and train stations are important and becoming
more frequent.

These studies have taken a “develop and demon-
strate” approach to demonstrate that robots can be ac-

cepted (function and fit in contexts) in daily contexts.

2.2 Understanding acceptance

Further studies have been conducted to understand how

people perceive robots. Researchers have studied how
people accept (start to use) new technology, the so-

called acceptance model. Heerink et al., developed a

specific acceptance model for social robots [13] and dis-
cussed two dimensions of acceptance: functional and

social. They also developed a couple of questionnaire-

based metrics and revealed the relationships among rel-
evant concepts. People first perceive enjoyment, which

elicits intention to use, and finally actually use the robot.

They extended their model and included such concepts

as ease of use and usefulness that contribute to inten-
tions to use [14]. Other researchers also developed scales

or interview methods for measuring concepts relevant to

the acceptance of robots, such as perceived humanlike-
ness and likeability [15], perceived safety [16], moral

standing [17], attitude [18], and performance [19].

Acceptance has generally been studied as a phenom-

ena of the users’ “use” for some practical tasks. If a

robot is accepted, it requires good utility, and people
will frequently exploit it. However, our study reveals

that a different form of acceptance occurs. The robot

was accepted in a shopping mall, and people did sup-

port it; however, they cast the robot in the role of a

mascot rather than a utility for practical tasks.

2.3 Qualitative approach

Supplemental to the above approaches, researchers have
explored people’s perceptions and understanding of in-

teraction with robots with a qualitative approach, which

is often useful to explore and unveil important issues
from the real world. For instance, Forlizzi conducted

an ethnographic study about how people use a vacuum

robot and revealed that even such a simple functional
robot affected social relationships among family mem-

bers [20]. Mutlu and Forlizzi studied delivery robots

and concluded that work contexts dramatically change

the perception and acceptance of the robot [10]. Lee et
al. showed that employees attached roles to the robot

that exceeded its function [21]. From our early study in

an elderly care center [22], we identified the importance
of daily greetings and how staff members contributed

to acceptance of the robot.

Like the above examples, the qualitative approach

has provided useful knowledge about how we should de-

sign and deploy social robots in such contexts as homes,
hospitals, and elderly care centers. On the other hand,

although information-providing robots are anticipated

in (semi) public spaces, since relatively few qualitative

studies exist on this context, we conducted a qualitative
study for a robot in a shopping mall.

3 Methodology

We conducted interviews with mall visitors to explore

how they adjusted their expectations and to establish

understanding of a robot at a shopping mall where
it has been employed for almost three years. During

that three-year period, the robot performed a variety of

tasks. Among them, we chose an information-providing
task about shops to visitors as our scenario.

3.1 Research context

3.1.1 Overview

The study was conducted in a shopping mall for one

month by open-ended interviews. We explored the ex-

isting conditions of the robot that had already spent

three years in the mall. However, because of the long-
term nature of the placement, visitors may have become

inured to its presence, and we wanted to re-introduce

the robot interactions to investigate their perspectives
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Fig. 1 Robot in a corridor in front of a supermarket

of the robot. We accomplished this by exploiting the

existing patterns of the robot dialogues and behaviors.

With this setting, we collected qualitative data in the
forms of interviews and observations.

3.1.2 Location

The study was conducted in Apita, a shopping mall

near the research center. It has been the site for a va-

riety of experiments and interactions between visitors
and the robot. The shopping mall tends to attract vis-

itors from the surrounding areas who typically come in

groups of families with young children, junior and high
school students, and the elderly. The robot operated

in a specific corridor on the shopping mall’s first floor

(Fig. 1).

3.1.3 People

Interviewer: A Japanese interviewer conducted the in-
terviews in Japanese.

Visitors to shopping mall: Their ages ranged from

children to the elderly who lived in the typical sur-
rounding residential suburban area. None of the people

interviewed worked in engineering or robotics research

in one of the nearby research facilities.

Operator: A Japanese operator guided the robot.

Having an operator is a normal part of the robot’s op-

eration in the mall where safety is a primary concern in
such crowded environments. An operator can provide

the required flexibility for a robot to move where many

children are running around.

3.1.4 The Robot

The robot employed for this experiment was Robovie
[23]. During its time in Apita, it has performed a vari-

ety of tasks during experiments and field trials: helping

shoppers do grocery shopping in the supermarket [11],

Fig. 2 Robot’s behavior

encouraging the elderly to exercise by walking side-by-

side with them at their individual paces [24], and indi-
cating shop locations in the mall [25]. Because Robovie

has spent the largest amount of its time greeting and

providing information (e.g., [25,26]), we retained this
scenario and selected tasks, dialogues, and behaviors

from among the existing set that was previously devel-

oped for it.

The robot wandered around an area on the mall’s

first floor with shops on both sides and a corridor in the

middle (Fig. 1). The center of the corridor also has a
number of benches. Since this area often becomes some-

what crowded, the robot has many opportunities for

interaction.

The robot wandered around the area (Fig. 2a), ap-

proached people, and offered information in a friendly
manner. After greeting visitors with a warm “hello,”

the robot offered information regarding shops in the

mall: “I can guide you around the shops here in Apita.

I can also give you lots of information about whatever is
related to Apita” and other similar randomly selected

sentences. After acknowledging the requested informa-

tion, the robot pointed in the direction of the requested
shop (Fig. 2b). For children, the robot exhibited fun

behaviors such as the game “rock, paper, scissors” [26]

(Fig. 2c). The robot concluded its interaction with “See
you later, good-bye” (Fig. 2d).

The robot was semi-autonomous; an operator con-

trolled it from a separate room in the back of the build-
ing. Even though the dialogues were pre-programmed,

when unexpected questions were asked, the operator

could complete its answers.
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3.2 Type of data

We collected qualitative data as interviews and obser-

vations as follows.

Open-ended interviews: All the interactions were recorded

with the interviewees’ permission. We did not interview
children. Interviews were organized into semi-structured

interviews. They entailed questions to pinpoint the ma-

jor trends in people’s responses regarding their views of
the robot. The interview questions were crafted to al-

low the interviewees the freedom to express their views

within a pre-determined theme or context. The themes

(and consequently the questions) eventually converged
toward specific aspects of the robot. Interviews were

conducted on the spot while the robot was actively en-

gaging with the visitors. All the interviews were audio-
taped after permission was obtained from the intervie-

wees and later transcribed.

Observations: We observed the interactions of the

visitors with the robot on site at a distant to avoid inter-

fering or influencing their interactions with the robot or
during the interviews. The interactions were observed

by the first author, who collected information on the

behaviors of the visitors. The goal was to unveil the

nuances of behavior that might not surface in the in-
terviews, such as children sitting on the robot’s lap.

3.3 Data collection result

We collected data for a month. When the robot ap-

proached people during our study, in approximately one

third of the cases, people didn’t recognize that the robot
intended to interact with them and they continued to

perform their tasks; a number of people approached it

on their own. Among the visitors who were approached
by the robot, adults with children (Fig. 3a) and the el-

derly were the most responsive. Adults from their 20s to

their 50s unaccompanied by children generally passed

the robot in the corridor quickly, looked at it and con-
tinued walking, or ignored it.

During interactions, the robot typically engaged in
dialogues that consisted of greetings, offers for informa-

tion on shops, and entertainment behavior. Children

often ran toward the robot to talk with and greet it
(Fig. 3b). They touched its sensor pads and tried to

hold its hand, even though its arms were continuously

moving up and down (Fig. 3c). Sometimes they hid be-

hind the robot as if they were invisible to it. Overall,
the children exhibited playful attitudes with the robot.

However, some very young children found it scary while

it was moving.

Fig. 3 Scenes of interaction

We asked people about their experience with the

robot on that day and in general. 67 visitors responded

to our interviews.

3.4 Data analysis

We analyzed the data with grounded theory [27], which
is an established research method for analyzing quali-

tative data [28,29] that is often used in the HRI field

[10,30,31,33,34]. Grounded theory was specifically de-

veloped for analyzing kinds of data that are not read-
ily “quantifiable,” such as interviews, observations, im-

ages, and videos in the specific context of social top-

ics, by grouping and extrapolating concepts that are
not readily apparent to research and that require some

“digging.” Even though grounded theory was designed

for sociology, it fits the purpose of any research that
seeks the underlying reasoning in people’s minds, es-

pecially in finding relationships among codes and cate-

gories. It retrieves the overall trends from an inconsis-

tent set of data (variations across interviews) through
three processes: open coding, axial coding, and compar-

ative analysis.

Open coding: The open coding process identifies sig-

nificant concepts across interviews and interaction de-
scriptions. During coding, the collected data are broken

into concepts, which are labeled. Repetitive sentiments

and thoughts about the robot are dissected to uncover
the true meanings that are dependent on the specific

contexts in which words are used (Fig. 4).

Reliability analysis: To ensure the reliability of the

coding process, we conducted inter-codeding on a por-
tion of the open coding process. 10% of the labels recorded

by the original coder (first author) and 10% of the data

collected were given to a second coder for analysis and
compared with the first coder’s results. The resulting

Cohen’s Kappa from the two raters was 0.89, an ac-

ceptable value for reliability. Some disagreements of the

results were resolved through discussion.

Axial coding: With axial coding, the process of re-
assembling data takes place after being fractured with

open coding. Labels that arose with open coding are

now grouped into core categories by constant compar-
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ison with the labels from all the interviews. Core cat-

egories represent the repeated patterns of thought in
viewing and articulating the scope and abilities of the

robot. By delineating the thoughts of the interviewees

regarding the robot, the core categories are further grouped
into more specific categories, and in a subsequent group-

ing phase, turned into axes of categories. With these

results, general patterns of beliefs and views emerged
about the robot.

Comparative analysis: This idea places into cate-

gories pieces of data after they are fractured through

the constant comparison of instances with similar la-
bels. In fact, labels tend to group together similar de-

scriptions regarding the robot that might look different

on the surface. The process continues until it yields the
interchangeability of indicators, meaning that no new

properties or dimensions can emerge from continued

coding and comparisons. Irrelevant data must be elim-
inated that might not be indicative of general trends.

We explain this diagram in Fig. 4. Fig. 4 shows how the

labels and categories were grouped and organized into

trends. Comparative analysis saturates the categories
(the way a category’s characteristics are defined) and

defines trends of thoughts about the robot in the mall.

Categories define emerging trends: The emerging cat-
egories still need to go through one more step to sepa-

rate and regroup them to define trends. Trends are the

final product of this fracturing and regrouping process
through which connections of themes (of thoughts) can

be understood to elicit a general model that constitutes

the views of the visitors of Robovie. Locating the shared

dimensions for regrouping leads to drawing some ma-
jor dynamics that explain how people understand the

robot’s presence as part of the activities and the places

in their daily lives.
With the following example we illustrate the open

coding process [‘in blue’]; categories [‘in green (italics)’],

regrouped categories [‘in red (underlined)’]:

From Interview #20:

Q. What do you think about [Robovie] as a mas-
cot?

A. If its appearance were cuter,

[‘mascot associated to appearance’] [‘didn’t deny
association robot-mascot’] [‘mascot is pretty (cute)’]

[‘cute = pleasant’]

[‘mascot associated with appearance’] [‘cute = pleas-

ant’]

[ ‘mascot = appearance’]

. . . . more kids will come around.

[‘mascot associated with children’] [‘expectation
that children like mascots’] [‘children like cute

things’] [‘behavior of children = gathering around’]

[‘mascot associated with children’] [‘robot is for

kids’]

[ ‘robot is for kids’]
When that robot asked me “what are you look-

ing for?” etc., only then did I understand that it

was a guidance robot, otherwise, just looking at
it, I couldn’t tell what it was.

[‘robot indicates what task it is accomplishing’]

[‘robot for guidance’] [‘from appearance no indi-
cation of its function’] [‘focus on appearance ’]

[‘expectation of robot indicates of its function’]

[‘appearance in connection to robot’s function’]

[‘function = performing task’] [‘guidance’]
[ ‘guidance role’] [ ‘robot signals how to use it as guidance’]

[ ‘robot is for help’] [ ‘appearance as indicator of use’]

Result of analysis: Fig. 4 shows a diagram that sum-

marizes the process and the results of the analysis into

its key concepts. The analysis started with 336 labels
(at figure’s top layer), which were regrouped into cate-

gories. The categories go into various runs until labels

and early categories that lack adequate frequency are
discarded. Then, their numbers increase due to axial

analysis to refocus on five trends, as shown in the dia-

gram. The pool of “mental association about the robot”
lists the type of associations through which adults un-

derstood the robot. “Children’s behavior with robot”

contains the description of the observed children’s be-

haviors, because they were the main users of the robot.
The mental associations about the robot are split into

categories that associated the robot with its location,

with entertainment, with future roles, and with auton-
omy. After consolidation into major trends, they con-

verged into descriptions of the image of a mascot as

representative of the robot in the shopping mall.

4 Findings

The interviews and observations yielded general trends

in the way visitors viewed and understood the robot.
The subsections that follow describe the four major

trends that emerged from the analysis, what their emer-

gence means, and how they are linked. Section 4.1 de-
tails the relation between the robot and its location (the

shopping mall) from the point of view of the visitors.

Section 4.2 describes how they respond to the robot’s
presence by attempting to give it a role of sorts by

which they can identify it. Section 4.3 shows their pref-

erence for a role (for the robot) that resembles that of

a mascot, fulfilling the interviewees’ expectations that
the robot is for children, play, and fun. Section 4.4 re-

views a parallel pattern of autonomy that unveils why

the interviewees tended to see the robot as designed for
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Fig. 4 Diagram summarizes process and results of analysis into key concepts

entertainment more often than as a robot capable of

accomplishing tasks. Nor did we see a case where the

discovery that the robot was not autonomous greatly
impacted its acceptance.

The image held by the interviewees of the robot as

a mascot is the result of a series of mental associations
that place the robot in the specific location of a shop-

ping mall. Even though the robot is unique and novel,

it also possesses enough familiarity for the interviewees
to associate it with a friendly character like a mascot.

4.1 Association Robovie-Apita (location)

The robot has been operating in the Apita shopping

mall for three years, raising questions about whether a
relation between the robot and the mall has been es-

tablished in the minds of the visitors. Associated labels

are noted by [‘ ’].

From Interview #26:

Q. What about Apita (details) makes you think

of Robovie?
A. The entrance, when I think about the en-

trance, Robovie comes to mind [‘link location-

robot’]

From Interview #28:

A. I don’t exactly know, but for kids [the robot]

is fun.
[..]

Q. When you think of Apita, for instance, one

of its shops or something you need to buy, does

Robovie come to mind as well?
A. If I go to a clothing store, maybe not, but

if I go to toy store, it might come to my mind.

[‘robot like a toy’] [‘robot is for kids’] [‘toyshop
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in specific location’] [‘link location-robot’]

It has emerged that the robot is associated with the
location where it can be found: a specific characteris-

tic like the entrance of the shopping mall. Other types

of associations, such as its connection with toys, also
indicate a link between children and the robot. These

different mental associations help people create a men-

tal category through which they explain to themselves

why the robot belongs to that specific shopping mall,
where it has been for three years.

Interviewees recalled the robot when they consid-

ered specific locations or products within Apita, indi-
cating a mental association with the robot to a specific

location. This suggests that people create mental as-

sociations that describe the robot as specific to its lo-
cation (a public space). Denying a connection between

Robovie and Apita would have been an indirect way

to express discontentment with the robot or to express

that Apita is not a suitable place for it. Instead, the
mental associations that people drew between the robot

and the shopping mall (its location) and the favorable

behavior of the children toward it, which inspired pos-
itive feelings in the adults, support the idea that no

opposition to the robot’s presence in the shopping mall

formed a separate category.

4.2 Assigning future roles

When asked what tasks Robovie would be good for,
the visitors primarily answered in terms of ideas that

they had not experienced firsthand. The visitors often

answered that they imagined the robot to be suitable

for helping the elderly, nursing the sick, cleaning, and
removing dangerous objects, suggesting that they asso-

ciated the robot with the roles usually described for it

on TV and in other media. In their minds, people at-
tached the robot to a specific task that also identified

its usability: what we call future roles. Future roles are

the embodiment of the practical tasks that the robot is
expected to accomplish in the future.

From Interview #16:

A. If it is operated... well, it’s good for interact-

ing with the elderly in a nursing home. For ex-

ample, when an emergency happens it can call
for help. [‘robot for nursing’] [‘nursing role’]

[‘robot is for help’]

Note that imagining the robot in a role, even one

learned from the media, also leads to thoughts that the

interviewees view a role as an acceptable way to think

about the robot.
However, when the interviewees imagined Robovie

in their own lives, the roles they imagined for the robot

changed. Rather than associating roles gleaned from
the media, often visitors described the robot as guid-

ance based on the fact that it introduced itself to them

by offering to supply information about shops in the
mall. This description tells us that visitors associated

the robot with the explanation (to offer information

about shops) that it gave them. However, this doesn’t

mean that that was how they used the robot.

From Interview #20:

Q.What do you think about that robot [Robovie]

as a mascot?
A. If its appearance were cuter, [‘mascot =

appearance’] more kids might come around.

[‘robot is for kids’] When the robot asked,
“what are you looking for?” etc., only then did I

realize that it was a guidance robot, otherwise,

just looking at it, I couldn’t tell what it was.
[‘guidance role’] [‘robot signals how to use

it as guidance’] [‘robot is for help’] [‘ap-

pearance as indicator of use’]

From Interview #3:

Q. What do you think the robot can do at first

glance?
A. Cleaning, because it reminds me of Roomba.

Maybe also just wandering and chasing people.

[‘cleaning role’] [‘wandering signals clean-
ing’]

The above data show how the robot’s appearance
and motion became important factors in determining

how people envisioned the robot. The association be-

tween wandering and cleaning is in part shaped by a
connection drawn between existing products, such as

Roomba by iRobot. However, in general the act of wan-

dering, if done in silence, seems to signal that the robot

must be cleaning. It is not just about assigning a task
to the robot, since that task becomes the primary func-

tion with which it is identified. It also questions in what

ways the robot’s location affects people’s perception of
it, as seen in Section 4.1.

4.3 Robovie as mascot

Although it would be a common assumption that utility

is the driving force for acceptability, visitors in Apita

rarely mentioned utility. Nevertheless, their responses
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ranged from indifference to enthusiasism; the majority

were attracted to Robovie for different reasons.

People with children seemed interested in Robovie

because their children’s attention was captivated by it;

this explains why they viewed Robovie as entertainment
for children rather than a robot that fulfills practical

tasks. From our observations, children ran to the robot

to interact with it and displayed a variety of behav-

iors, such as sitting on its lap, holding its hands, and
running their hands over its body looking for sensors

and buttons. They typically smiled, laughed, and ran

around and demonstrated joy during the interactions.
The adults formed a view of the robot as a friendly

character that entertains children by playing with them.

They often referred to it in relation to kids, both their
own children and children in general, expressing that

the robot was intended for kids.

At the same time, some very young children began

screaming at the sight of the robot and ran away. Such
reactions were probably caused by a lack of familiar-

ity with objects like robots and their size. Nevertheless,

even when children were crying or scared by it, parents

weren’t discouraged from trying to get their children
near the robot. In general, most parents with children

expressed great favor toward the robot. This suggests

that even when no visible sign existed that the robot
was particularly targeted for children or suited to play

with them, people still believed the robot was targeted

at children. Many expressed such comments: “because
it’s cute, my children are happy with it,” “(I like it be-

cause) my children like it,” and “It’d be a nice playmate

for children.” This also tells us that the robot’s percep-

tion by adults is greatly influenced by children who are
its primary users, and the secondary users are adults

because they ‘used’ the robot through their children.

People in their thirties and forti es unaccompanied by
children seemed busy and didn’t display much interest

in the robot.

Based on further elaboration on the mental associa-

tion between the robot and children, many deemed the
robot appropriate in the shopping mall as a mascot.

From Interview #11:

Q. For what kind of tasks do you think Robovie

could do?
A. Maybe it is suitable as a mascot [‘mascot as

role’].

[..]

Q. What about Robovie as a mascot?1

1 Introducing this specific question was the result of a com-
bination of factors: a) some interviewees suggested it in a
few preliminary interviews; b) we considered the cultural
fact that in Japan shopping malls, companies, and prefec-
tures create their own mascots; c) the need to understand

A. It’s very suitable as a mascot because kids are

interested in it and can play with it. [‘mascots
are for kids’] [‘robot is for kids’]

From Interview #14:

Q. What about Robovie as a mascot?

A. It’s a good mascot, a special one. Good adver-

tising [‘advertisement for shopping mall’]
[‘’advertisement as image’] [‘robot attached

to shopping mall’]. It should be used to at-

tract shoppers. [‘mascot as role’] [‘mascot as

character’]
[..] [while talking to his child] Robovie is cute,

isn’t it? Its gestures are cute and adorable. You

should write about Robovie in your diary.

Like the above examples, many thought Robovie to

be cute and suitable as a mascot. In addition, the as-
sociation of the robot and Apita (Section 4.3) also sup-

ports the robot’s role as a mascot, a friendly character

associated with its location.

However, not everyone considered the robot a mas-

cot. Some thought that it lacked certain attributes, like

colors that provide impact and rounded features, which
are typical mascot characteristics. Yet they didn’t deny

the possibility that it might become one or question its

presence in the mall.

The interviewees clearly expressed their definition of

mascot, which is a well-established concept extensively

used in Japanese society (where mascots are commonly
associated with shopping malls, train companies, pre-

fectures, etc., unlike America where they are almost

exclusively associated with professional sports teams).

A mascot is a friendly, lovable character, and its asso-
ciation with the robot suggests that the robot is more

than just a robot; it needs to represent and fulfill an

image or a role. We also observed similarities in the
reactions of children to the robot and their behavior

around mascots. For instance, the children hid behind

the robot, just like they do with mascots.

whether Robovie was perceived as an information interface
or rather more like a friendly character. In the end “mas-
cot” seemed a more descriptive reference than “character”.
Since mall visitors are generally looking to buy, our inter-
views had to be short. Thus, we thought it reasonable to ask
a variety of quick questions aimed at understanding how vis-
itors imagined Robovie. With this question, we later verified
whether the idea of Robovie in effect matched that of mascots
in Japan.
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4.4 Perception of autonomy

An important issue that arose frequently in conjunction
with the robot being for children was safety. Concerns

for risks with children of an autonomous robot led to a

discussion of autonomy. Although it seems reasonable
to expect a certain degree of apprehension on the part of

parents about a robot that is being operated or working

autonomously, their responses were surprisingly flexi-
ble and showed that they found merits in both sys-

tems. Note, however, that the general impression was

that the robot worked autonomously due to its appear-

ance, especially when it was moving. Even after learning
the robot was being operated, visitors continued to be

drawn to its presence (visual image) and continued to

deem it autonomous. More than the outcome of reason-
ing or interest in how it works or personal knowledge,

the robot’s visual appearance created the impression of

an autonomous robot.

From Interview #7:

A. I never imagined that the robot was being

operated [..] Because its voice came from in-
side its body. [‘autonomous’] [‘association of

voice with location of operation’] [‘physi-

cal properties of robot’] [‘cannot be oper-

ated’]

From interview #15:

Q. Has your impression of Robovie changed now

that you know that it is being operated?

A. No, it hasn’t. Even though I know that now,
it still seems to move by itself. [‘autonomous’]

[‘perception as autonomous’]

[..]

Q. What made you think that the robot wasn’t

being operated and that it was moving by itself?

A. Its powerful appearance when it was approach-

ing me. [‘approach’][‘perception of interac-
tion’] [‘robots signals intent’] [‘visual ap-

pearance’]

We also asked the interviewees whether they were

disappointed to learn that the robot was being oper-

ated. They mostly responded with surprise at learning
that the robot was not autonomous like they had imag-

ined. Interviews revealed that the impression’s of its

physical properties that were part of its appearance fu-

eled their perception of its autonomy. Visitors did not
express a preference for either an autonomous or an op-

erated robot; they displayed flexibility in accepting the

robot as either autonomous or operated.

From Interview #2:

Q. Do you like the robot now that you’ve learned
that is being operated?

A. Oh, well, that is better, without any trouble.

[‘perception of autonomous’] [‘flexible vi-
sion of robot’]

From Interview #16:

Q. How do you feel now after learning about
Robovie’s operator?

A. Hmmm, well... I feel a bit different now. Robots

don’t have a heart. . . .
Since I can’t image the operator, I can’t help

focusing my attention on the robot. [‘robot at-

tracts attention’]

Most importantly, the way the interviewees viewed

the robot was independent of its capabilities, since they

focused more on its physical characteristics, such as the
ability to attract attention and its visual appearance.

Visual factors had a more immediate impact on the

interviewees and inspired positive feelings toward the
robot. With its strong presence, some thought the robot

was cute and others didn’t. Undoubtedly, the view of

children running toward it inspired some warm feelings

in people and added a certain degree of cuteness to the
robot from observations.

5 Discussions

5.1 Implications

The findings of this study provide some useful implica-

tions for future designs. First, the mascot-type presence

was the primary value provided by the robot over its
long-term stay at the mall. This is quite a new concept

in HRI and social robotics. In the past, people often

designed robots for their functional and/or social roles.

We still need them. But if their primary value is act-
ing as a mascot, deployment scenarios will be different,

and design elements must change as well. For instance,

both in appearance and behavior, we need to design el-
ements to clarify to the public the association between

the robot and its location (e.g., using a big logo of the

mall), so that the robot can better satisfy its mascot
role.

The role of the mascot began taking shape as we

realized that adults believed the robot was aimed at

children who were actively engaged with it and seek-
ing its attention. When we design such a social robot,

we must focus on how the children, or other third par-

ties, affect the robot’s perception by the general public.
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Like the case reported in this paper, even if a robot is

not originally intended for children, if children crowd
around it, people will start to form a perception that

it is primarily designed for children. It is plausible that

many social robots that are designed for deployment
are mainly for adults, not children. For such robots,

we must provide a design that completely removes any

confusion that adults are the intended users.

Our study also revealed aspects of people’s view on

autonomy. Researchers in HRI and robotics are often
concerned with a robot’s autonomy and worry that peo-

ple might be disappointed if they learn that a robot is

being teleoperated. But this study revealed that visitors

were surprised (without necessarily being disappointed)
upon learning of the presence of an operator. Perhaps

this is because their attention was caught by such vi-

sual cues as the robot’s human-like appearance than
invisible human operators. It remains an open question

how their perceptions might change if they learned of

the human operators. In terms of design implications,
as long as human operators are hidden, we can worry

less about using teleoperated or semi-autonomous so-

cial robots.

5.2 Limitations and future works

The study was conducted with a specific human-like

robot in a shopping mall in Japan. Since cross-cultural
differences and aspects might depend on the type of

robot, further investigations are necessary. Another lim-

itation is that we did not interview any children. Thus,
our findings only reflect the perceptions of adults. For

instance, we didn’t investigate why children were so at-

tracted to the robot, although their behavior and reac-

tions fueled the perceptions of their parents. One pos-
sible future work is to understand children’s perception

and behavior to social robots.

6 Conclusions

Overall, families with children tended to view our robot

more favorably because their children openly expressed
interest in it by running toward it and talking with it.

Although the robot’s novelty sparked interest, visitors

to the shopping mall tended to view it more as a char-
acter, like a mascot, than a simple novelty. The visitors

expected to use the robot as a product that instructs

its primary tasks. However, they interacted differently

around the robot due a complex mix of the following
indicators: the mental associations between the robot

and its location (nature of public places), its appear-

ance, major factors that affect the life of individuals

(like having children), familiar images/roles that evoke

mascots, and the behavior of children instead believing
it to be for children.

The role of the mascot encompassed a variety of

aspects and descriptions that first emerged from four
general trends. From them, three were further grouped

into a final trend, Robovie as mascot, that describes the

role of the robot as a mascot and an image that best

matched the general vision of the interviewees about
the robot.

Interviewees constructed mental associations about

the robot that helped them describe and understand its
long-term presence in the shopping mall. They expected

the robot to explain how it works and how it should be

used; for instance, wandering was interpreted as a sign

of a cleaning robot. The robot’s appearance strongly
impacted the interviewees, who perceived the robot as

autonomous even after learning that it was being op-

erated (semi-operation) and who thought its gestures
were cute and playful which nurtured positive feelings.

The fact that the robot was capable of attracting

attention by its appearance (external shape and ges-

tures), combined with the enthusiasm that most chil-
dren displayed toward it (running to it, talking with it,

grabbing its hand), suggests that the robot appeared to

be a friendly character.

Despite the negative impact on a few children who

were scared and cried when they saw the robot, adults

still tended to see it in a favorable light. Similar scenes

occur when small children cry when they are brought to
visit fictional characters in costumes like Santa Claus

or Mickey Mouse. At the same time, the people who

were mostly uninterested in the robot (adults with no
children) tended to keep walking and ignored the robot.

Our results indicate acceptance of the robot. No one

displayed or expressed outright rejection of it; the vast
majority of interviewees identified a connection between

the robot and the shopping mall by elaborating on the

possibilities or how to improve its appearance to cast it

as a mascot.

Our robot scenario employed in a shopping mall

might become more common in Japan’s future. For that

case to transpire, identifying and defining such factors
and thought processes as mental associations that fac-

tor into user understanding and views of robots will

substantially affect robot acceptance.
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